Abstract. In this note, we will compute the Pontrjagin classes of those topological manifolds which have the same rational cohomology algebra as CP" and which admit effective topological T" actions.
In [3] , Pétrie has proved the following: Theorem 1. Let X be a closed smooth manifold which has the same homotopy type as CP". If X admits an effective smooth T" action, then p(X) = (1 + a2)n+1 where a E H2(X; Z) is a generator and p(X) is the total Pontrjagin class of X.
It has been shown in [4] that the rational Pontrjagin class can be defined for topological manifolds and euclidean bundles such that the Hirzebruch Index Theorem holds. In this note, we will extend Petrie's result to the topological category in which the T" action on a topological manifold is said to be topological if the fixed sets of any circle subgroups of T" are topological submanifolds. Our main result is the following: If X admits an effective topological T" action, thenp(X) = (1 + a2)n+l.
Proof. We will prove it by induction on n. It is obvious that the statement is true for n = 1. Now we assume that the statement is true for n = k -1.
Let X be a closed topological manifold such that H*(X; Q) = Q[a]/(ak + l), deg a = 2, which admits an effective topological Tk action. Let ETk -* BTk be a universal principal Tk bundle. We define XTk by XTk = X X Tk ETk. It is well known that the following sequence is exact:
Let a E H\XTk\ Q) be a lifting of a E H2(X; Q) and let g(a) be the defining relation of H*(XTk\ Q) as an algebra over H*(BTk; Q). It follows easily from a result of Hsiang [2] that there exist w, E H2(BTk\ Q),i = 0, 1, . . . , k, such that g(a) = n*_0(a _ "/)• Note that we can always choose a lifting so that w0 = 0. We will assume from now on that w0 = 0. We may consider w, as a homomorphism from Tk to S1. Then («,,..., uk): Tk -* Tk is a homomorphism. If the identity component of ker(w,, . . . , oik) is not trivial, then there is an S1 c ker(<0[, . . . , uk). It is easy to see that the defining polynomial of H*(XS>; Q), where the S1 action on X is induced by the inclusion S1 c Tk as an algebra over H*(BS¡; Q), is given by h(ß) = ßk + x where ß G H2(X$Í; Q) is a suitable lifting of a G H2(X; Q). It follows from [2] that 5 ' acts trivially on X which contradicts the assumption that the Tk action is effective. Hence the identity component of ker(w,, . . . , uk) is trivial. It follows easily that the identity component of the subgroup {/ G Tk\o¡x(t) = • • • = ak(t)} is S1. Then the defining polynomial of H*(XS¡; Q) as an algebra over H*(BS>; Q) where the S] action on X is induced by the inclusion S1 C Tk is given by h(ß) = ß(ß -u)k for some a E H2(Bsr, Q) and where ß E H2(XS>; Q) is a suitable lifting of a G H2(X; Q). Again, it follows from [2] that the fixed point set Xs consists of an isolated point and a codimension 2 submanifold Y (note that the action is topological). It is well Remarks. 1. It is easy to see that any locally smooth action is topological and there are actions on euclidean space whose fixed sets are not locally euclidean at the origin.
2. There are several other generalizations of Petrie's result which will appear in a forthcoming paper [5] .
